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Celebrate your scraps with this
contemporary Courthouse Steps design
that really makes a statement
BY JULIANNA GASIOROWSKA

LOVE LETTERS

YOU WILL NEED

■ Centre fabric: one (1) fat quarter

(may need more if fussy cutting}
■ Purple scraps: ¾yd total
■ Gold scraps: 1yd total
■ Blue scraps: ¾yd total
■ Teal scraps: 3hyd total
■ Red scraps: 3/syd total
■ Pink scraps: 3/syd total
■ Coral scraps: ¾yd total
■ Border fabric: ¾yd total
■ Backing fabric: 4¾yds
■ Batting: 68in x 86in
■ Binding fabric: ½yd
■ Word or letter fabric scraps
for accent(optional}

FINISHED SIZE

■ 60inx 78in

NOTES

■ Seam allowances are ¼in throughout,
unless otherwise noted.
■ Press seams to one side throughout,
unless otherwise instructed.
■ RST � right sides together.
■ Quilted by Margaret Lehmann
(silesianquilt.com}.

ADD EXTRA INTEREST TO YOUR
COURTHOUSE STEPS BLOCKS BY
FUSSY CUTTING TEXT PRINTS

CUTTINGOUT

Arrange your fabrics into the light,
1
medium and dark groups for each colour.
You will cut one set of strips for each block,
as follows.
■ Purple: two blocks.
■ Gold: three blocks.
■ Blue: two blocks.
■ Teal: one block.
■ Red: one block.
■ Pink: one block.
■ Coral: two blocks.
From your light groups, cut the following
for each block:
■ One (1) 2inx 3½in.
■ One (1) 2in x 6½in.
■ One (1) 2in x 9½in.
■ One (1) 2in x 12½in.
■ One (1) 2in x 1S½in.
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From each of your medium groups, cut
the following for each block:

■ Two(2) 2inx 6½in.
■ Two(2) 2in x 9½in.
■ Two(2) 2inx 12½in.
■ Two(2)2inx 1S½in.
■ Two(2)2inx 18½in.

4

From your dark groups, cut the following
for each block:
■ One(1)2inx 3½in.
■ One(1)2inx 6½in.
■ One(1)2inx 9½in.
■ One(1}2inx 12½in.
■ One(1)2inx 1 S½in.
5

From your centre fabric cut:
■ Twelve (12}3½in squares.
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From your border fabric cut:
Seven (7) 3½in x WOF strips. Sew into
one long length and subcut into two (2)
3½in x 54½in strips and two (2)3½in x
7S½in strips.

7■
8

From your binding fabric cut:
Seven (7) 2½in x WOF strips.

Fussy cut words (or cut and piece letters
to form words} that you would like to
appear in your blocks. Add a ¼in seam
allowance to the piece around ali sides. Toe
word strips should measure 2in high for
horizontal strips and 2in wide for vertical
strips, including the seam allowances.

9

PREPARING THE BLOCK STRIPS

Gather one set of strips and one centre
square and arrange in the block layout as
shown (Fig 1). lf you would like to use some
of your word strips, place these on top of the
strips as you would like them to appear on
the block (Fig 2). lf you are not using words,
skip to step 13 to construct the blocks.

lo

Take one strip where a word will be
used. With the word in the area you
would like it to appear, mark the coloured
strip in the approx centre of the word.
Remove the word and then cut the strip
at the mark (Fig 3).

11

Sew the coloured strips to either side of
the word segment, using a ¼in seam.
Trim the strip to the original size. Make sure
you trim evenly from each end, so the word
appears in the area you intended (Fig 4).

12

Return the completed strip into position.
Repeat steps 10-11 with each strip that
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will feature a word segment, until ali strips
for this block are complete.

SEWING THE BLOCKS

13

Sew the dark coloured 2in x 3½in strip
to the top of the centre square, and
the light coloured 2in x 3½in strip to the
bottom (Fig 5). Press the seams away
from the centre.

14

Sew both medium 2in x 6½in strips to
either side of the block and press the
seams away from the centre (Fig 6). This
completes Round 1 of strips.

15

Repeat steps 13-14, adding the strips in
size order, and referring to Fig 1, until
five rounds are complete (Fig 7).

16

Repeat steps 9-15 to sew all twelve
blocks. For blocks with no word
segments, you may want to chain piece to
save time. For those with word segments,
you may find it easier to proceed one block
at a time to avoid losing pieces.

17

ASSEMBLING THE QUILT

Arrange the blocks in four rows of three
blocks, referring to the photography, or
arranging as desired.

18

Sew the blocks together in rows, then
sew the rows together. Join the

3½in x 54½in border strips to the top and
bottom. Then join the 3½in x 78½in border
strips either side to complete the quilt top.

19

QUILTING ANO FINISHING

Cut the backing fabric in half across the
width. Remove the selvedges and sew
the two pieces together using a ½in seam.
Press the seam open.

20

Press the quilt top and backing well.
Make a quilt sandwich by placing the
backing fabric right side down, the batting
on top, then place the quilt top centrally
and right side up. Baste the layers
together using your preferred method.

21

Quilt as desired. Margaret Lehmann
(silesianquilting.com) quilted a bold,
curved flower design in the centre of each
quilt block, using a white thread. Trim off

the excess batting and backing fabric and
square up the quilt.

22

Sew the binding strips together
end-to-end using diagonal seams.
Press the seams open and trim the dog
ears. Fold in half lengthways, wrong sides
together, and press.

23

Sew the binding to the right side of the
quilt, creating a neat mitre at each
comer. Fold the binding over to the back of
the quilt and hand stitch in place to finish.

Julianna
Gasiorowslca

